
The Rebirth of the 
Dead Mall.



The Birth of the Mall

Victor Gruen was the founding father of the Shopping Mall in 1950s America and 

originally designed these commercial spaces as social and safe places where people 

could meet in a communal environment. In his preliminary vision, designed with partner 

Elsie Krummeck they proposed to separate the parking space from the shopping area 

and to combine commercial and civic functions. Their design was organized around a 

green plaza that allowed visitors to stroll and relax in garden restaurants, milk-bars and in 

front of music stands. The complex encompassed 28 stored and 13 public facilities; the 

public facilities included a library, nursing school, post office, game-room, theatre, club-

house, auditorium and stables for ponies.1 Almost one third of all mall functions and not 

commercial and designed was a space for living and shopping not solely shopping.

‘The shopping mall is both the most visible and the most contentious symbol of American 

prosperity. Despite their convenience, malls are routinely criticized for representing much 

that is wrong in America—sprawl, conspicuous consumption, the loss of regional 

character, and the decline of Mom and Pop stores.’ 

M.Jeffrey Hardwich  

After the Second World War Gruen dreamed that suburban American life could be have 

more social egalitarianism and freedom of choice because he recognised the loneliness 

and isolated behaviour of housewives at this time. 

The developers changed Gruen’s social encompassing design to be commercial factories 

which has the sole purpose of selling goods and keeping the public happy enough to do 

so. What we experience now in shopping malls is a bare and lifeless existence with little 

or no social space. These spaces have been dying almost since their problematic crea-

tion and now in 2014 we see a social and economic decline of the mall resulting in empty 

and sometimes completely abandoned spaces.

‘I am often called the father of the shopping mall. I would like to take this 

opportunity to disclaim paternity once and for all. I refuse to pay alimony 

to those bastard developments. They destroyed our cities.’

Victor Gruen
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Physically the public found it an ugly building with intensely windy walkways and not easy 
to access by foot. It was abandoned by the people of Cumbernauld because of its physi-
cal attributes and therefore no social interaction has been able to take place. More and 
more the answer for developers is to build separate megastores around this failed struc-
ture.
By 1981 the ‘Golden Age Hotel’ of Cumbernauld city centre was demolished and less 
than 10 years later the large department store and underground parking are closed. In 
2007 a new shopping centre was build relatively close to the original development ‘The 
New Antonine’ is 33,000m2 of shopping with newly build parking spaces. What is dis-
tressing about this situation is that so much construction and deconstruction has under-
gone to save a shopping centre and the only real solution was to build a new one.  Now 
the site of this town centre is a cluster of isolated megastores only joined by the car park 
spaces. 

Even though this brutalist giant had all the
 potential qualities Gruen was looking for 
in a shopping mall the unsteady
 development, ‘ugly architecture’ and 
outside partners have all contributed to 
the death of social shopping in 
Cumbernauld. 

Cumbernauld, Glasgow
Cumbernauld is a new town of Glasgow, Scotland, built to combat density problems in 
the 1950s. The town centre was considered to be a utopian experiment, ahead of its time 
in construction and vision but sadly failed from very early in its development. 
What we see in this example of a failed shopping centre is an over ambition to combine 
many different social functions into a brutalist, tetris style building which was breaking 
boundaries to be different. As a new town Cumbernauld wanted to build the city centre as 
a shopping centre, where as in most old towns we would still have the option to go to the 
high street Cumbernauld decided to use the shopping centre the heart of the city.

In 1955 the first phase of Cumbernauld was complete with penthouse apartments and 
the shopping centre which was accessible through the duel carriageway running under 
the elevated structure. A Parking spaces are located underneath the structure for five 
thousand vehicles which is a new development as usually parking would be isolated 
around the shopping facilities. Copcutt wanted the users to feel comfortable and make 
transport as easy as possible. 
In 1971 phase two of the building was complete including the public library, dentist, doc-
tor, pub, bank, hotel and bowling alley under one roof, this time is said to be the most 
popular period for Cumbernauld. The architect Geoffrey Copcutt has similar ideals as 
Victor Gruen to combine social and commercial activities to make a ‘meeting point’ where 
residents can feel safe and engage in social activities. Copcutt certainly pushed an experi-
mental style of city centre and was enthusiastic to build the town for tomorrow and harmo-
nise shopping with everyday living. 



public library McAllen, Texas

Another example of store regeneration is the public library in McAllen, Texas which exists 
in an ex Wallmart store. Architects Meyer, Scherer & Rockcastle adapted the empty store, 
using the large heavily lit warehouse to their advantage. A very unsocial homogenous
 environment such as corporate stores can take on a new life of learning and sharing 
which Victor Gruen had dreamed shopping malls would be.

By combining the whole shopping structure to one larger function, the possibilities are 
endless of the kinds of spaces we can create and in these two examples; we see there 
are advantages of doing so. It is important to keep experimental architectural projects 
such as Cumbernauld to remind us of our architectural history, and to do so, we can re-
use the space for modern day needs.

Cumbernauld could use the existing structure of its town centre to reprogram and regen-
erate the situation of the town. If shopping is no longer gaining interest and revinue on this 
site, then a complete shift in program could be a solution. Areas where small shops cur-
rently stay empty could be transformed to public school or educational facilities. 

 

Joplin High School, Missouri

Different use
There is potential for this Utopian dream to live again, as we see in many mall regeneration 
projects, the characteristics of shopping malls can be adapted for different uses, therefore 
illuminating the need to build new structures. 

One very positive adaptation of these structures is the example of Joplin High School, 
Missouri  2011 where fifty five days after the original school was destroyed in a Tornado, 
Two groups of designers – DLG Group & Corner Green & Associates redeveloped an 
empty mall to be the Interim location for 11th and 12th grade students. 

The open warehouse style of the mall was separated with temporary walls which created 
large contained classrooms surrounded by shared social spaces. This temporary solution 
used the open spaces as a unique design perspective for a school which enhanced the 
priority of public openness in school design.  It is great to see that the commercial quali-
ties of the building( openness and grand scale) have become the key aspects to bring 
social qualities back to a school. 



Flat Vernacular, Brooklyn

To Conclude
 
Shopping malls are becoming a social problem and as Guy Debord describes 
‘Responsible for the self-destruction of the city.’ We are no longer encouraged to meet 
our neighbour at the local shop or visit mixed use city centres where we can shop and live 
in one place. Now with our consumer and car driven culture the experience of shopping is 
uniform and isolated from living. 
With the construction of many shopping malls still going ahead it is a useful tool to 
consider the implications of commercial structures in a new age where commercial spac-
es are at risk. Every new construction should predetermine a secondary plan or a ‘plan B’ 
solution in order to secure the longevity of such spaces.  

There are working examples of how we can see that the structure of the suburban shop-
ping mall can be used for positive functions and could bring creativity back to the socially 
stale environments with the revival of the experimental solutions.  As Victor Gruen would 
have wanted, we can use his failed typology in a positive way and bring back dream of 
suburban freedom and character. 

 

Flat Vernacular, Brooklyn

Temporary shopping
What we see more and more is the use of abandoned spaces for temporary shops or 
exhibitions as the cost of these spaces is increasingly low. Cumbernauld could use the 
empty spaces to its advantage and free the spaces on short term leases to local artists, 
small businesses and educational sectors.  
Before the demolition of a mall in Brooklyn, New York, a wallpaper collective took the 
opportunity to use one of the empty stores to their advantage. Flat Vernacular used an 
abandoned Victoria secret store as a two week pop up studio to promote and express 
their brand. The advantage of using this predetermined space was to give a blank canvas 
for exploiting their brand in a public environment. 
If we consider Cumbernauld could separately rent each empty compartment of the 
structure and give opportunities to individuals for creative temporary solutions - what we 
would see is an ever transformable situation bringing life and interest.
The typology of the modern day shopping mall with glass shop facades, open spaces 
and communal circulation space can lend itself to gallery or communal workshop 
environment.
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